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Abstract
The heart of the Sinufly AMTI system is a storage 
tube computer which stores the radar video echos from a 
number of successive transmitted pulses and then performs 
a spectrum analysis of the moving target Doppler frequencies 
contained in the echos from each range interval® In this 
report the relation of the approximate spectrum analysis 
obtained as the output of the computer to the actual 
moving target Doppler spectrum is derived as a function 
of the resolution of the storage tube and of the amount 
of data which is stored.
If all the target hits occuring in a time interval t 
are stored, the computer will be able to distinguish be­
tween Doppler frequencies differing by l/t cps. The 
moving target signals are therefore classified into 
frequency bins*1 l/t cycles wide.
The output spectrum of the computer is multiplied by 
a transfer characteristic extending from zero frequency 
to an upper limit determined by the width (and profile) 
of the lines of the raster in which the radar video is 
stored* The gain-band pass product given by the area under 
this transfer characteristic^ expressed in units of 
(number of frequency bins x relative amplitude in the output) 
gives the potential capacity of the computer; that is, the
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effective number of distinguishable frequency bins which may 
be processed« This number is shown to be equal to the max­
imum number of completely resolved raster lines which can be 
written in the width of the storage surface* For our 
purposes two raster lines are regarded as completely resolved 
if they are separated by a dark line of the same width as 
the bright lines* In practice, Gaussian or triangular raster 
line profiles may be expected and about six-tenths of this 
potential capacity is available between the 3 db points of 
the transfer characteristic*
A second upper limit on the number of distinguishable 
Doppler frequencies which can be processed is set by the 
number of stored target hitsl M stored hits serve to 
identify at most w / 2  frequencies. If this number is less 
than that determined by the transfer characteristic of the 
computer the output will contain redundant information.
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Introduction;
This report examines the relation of the frequency 
spectrum of the output of an idealized Sinufly'* storage 
tube computer to the audio modulation spectrum of the 
stored video signals# Particular attention is given to 
determining the capacity and resolution of the system as 
defined by the maximum number of different input modu­
lation frequencies which will remain distinguishable in 
the output (“number of frequency bins11 ) and the minimum 
frequency interval between two such distinguishable 
frequencies (“width of the frequency bins”). Noise 
introduced by the storage process is neglected.
Preliminary:
In the operation of the storage tube computer the video 
echos from successive transmitted pulses are stored as 
amplitude modulation of the charge deposited on the storage 
surface by the writing beam while it scans a raster of 
parallel, equi-spaced vertical lines. A single vertical
The Sinufly AMTI system is described in C.S.L« Report 
R-29, “Airborne Moving Target Indicator Using 
Storage and Frequency Analysis”, E. Mo Lyman, 
January 10, 1953«
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sweep of the raster is assigned to the echo from each succes­
sive transmitted pulse©
RangeJ
Figure 1
write-in scans 
read-out scan
When a number of echos sufficient to fill the storage sur­
face have been recorded, each range bin is read out by 
scanning the reading beam horizontally across the r aster at 
the appropriate height©
Let us for the moment assume the reading beam has an 
infinitesimal diameter» The output signal as a function 
of the ttxn deflection of the reading beam is then just a 
plot of the charge distribution along a cross section of the 
raster© Each individual range sweep is represented by a 
pulse, and the envelope of the pulses forms the doppler 
modulation envelope of the particular range bin© Fig. 2 
illustrates such a plot for the case in which the range bin 
contains a single moving target and the modulation envelope 
is sinusoidal© In discussing the output signal it is con­
venient to regard it as a function of the "x" deflection of 
the beam rather than of time, so that the scanning velocity 
of the reading beam is not explicitly introduced© The 
output spectrum is thus the Fourier transform of the one-
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dimensional charge distribution* Q(x), sketched in Pig* 2.
Pig* 2
The width of the raster, L, will be taken as the unit of 
length so that x, the horizontal coordinate of the reading 
beam, runs from - l/ 2  to + l/2 , Oiile all frequencies 
will be measured in terms of the number of whole cycles 
traced out across the width of the raster; this number will 
be defined as the frequency of the oscillation measured 
in "wave nuirbers **,, The new unit of frequency thus defined, 
the wave number, arises naturally because it permits the 
pattern of charge on the storage screen to be discussed 
independently of the scanning rates used in the writing 
and reading processes.
To demonstrate all the important features of the 
system it is sufficient to study the simple case illustrar 
ted by pig. 1  where the modulation envelope contains a 
single frequency. For definiteness assume the raster to 
contain M equi-spaced lines and the frequency of the
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modulation envelope to be>0/ (wave numbers)* In order to 
calculate the output spectrum we introduce the assumption 
that the charge distribution describing the cross section 
of a raster line has the same shape for every line, the 
only effect of the video modulation being to multiply the 
vertical scale^* Let the charge distribution be given by 
the function q(x) when the origin of x is chosen at the 
center of the line* We are now ready to calculate the 
output spectrum, but before proceeding we shall tabulate 
the terminology for easy reference*
Terminology*
L = length of raster* L is used as the unit of 
length throughout*
x = horizontal coordinate on raster in units of 
L* In traversing the raster x increases 
from - l/ 2  to + 1 /2 *
M = 2m + 1 = number of lines written in the
raster* M is assumed to be an odd integer 
and defines m by the relation M = 2m + 1*
This is done solely to simplify the no­
tations in various sums which will be 
encountered and does not result in any 
real loss of generality*
N = maximum number of completely resolved lines 
which can be written on the storage surface*
Our definition of complete resolution is that 
two white lines are s 
line of equal width*
S = number of resolvable frequency bins in the 
output of the computer* It turns out that
* This is really two assumptions:
(a) The charge storage is linear
(b) Deflection does not change the charge distribution 
in the beam*
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for any reasonable definition of fre­
quency resolution S ^  N* X)
= frequency of the modulation envelope y  
(wave numbers )o ^  o j .  J t  c
q(x) = function giving the charge tr±tmt5 rn 4n
the cross-section of a single raster line 
when the center of the line is chosen as 
the origin of x*
\ f  Z  C u tJ  0  t  ( e u * r v
Q(x) = 6'ha.pgQ' as a function of x in the cross 
section of the complete raster (plotted 
in pig« 2 ) o
G(T>) = output sp e ctrum ( amplitude) 
g(i>) = envelope of output spectrum«»
1 + c*-cos (2TT>^x + i f ) = modulation envelope of the
raster lines - i*e*., the 
butterfly signal*
= modulation parameter • = 1  corresponds to 100$
modulation©
H7 = phase of the modulating signal, chosen with x = 0 
as origin«»
Finally, the Fourier integral theorem will be used in the 
following form*
_ . g a r  L \ ) x
if & C * ) e  d/O
- oO ; r -o _ irm ox
then G -C -S )! w j  Q C x ) e  clx
-  o O
All spectra computed below will be amplitude spectra, 
which must be squared if power spectra are desired*
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Fourier Analysis of the Output from a Single Range Bin:
The M lines in the raster will be denoted by an index n
which runs through the integers —m  to +m* The centers of
the adjacent lines are separated by the interval £  x = -jj-
and the center of the line denoted by n = 0 will be chosen
as the origin of x. In an unmodulated raster the charge
distribution in the cross section of this central line is
given by the function q(x); the nth line is centered at
x = - and has a charge distribution described by displacingM
the function q(x) to give q(x - The total charge
distribution*Q(x), across one range bin of the modulated 
raster is given by the sum of M such displaced charge dis­
tributions, each multiplied by the value assumed by the 
modulating function at the center of the displaced line 
i*e., at x =
The spectrum'of the output corresponding to this range bin is 
given by the Fourier transform of Q,(x); the amplitude G(-6), 
of the component of frequency is
( 1 )
(2a)
0--vn L )J - r fS -OTTOM
(2b)
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where the sura and integral have been interchanged* The
change of variables x - “ y* dx = dy, reduces eachM
integral of the sura to the form
\ r  -mrrOxi-TT J c  -•o
j in j . »-a T m #  a. r
^  ^T T  J
0 . a.TTi'Uy ^ v
a-rr e  ^ ) d - j
a ^ 3 (u) where gCu) = 2TT
The integral g(ii) is simply the Fourier transform of 
a single line of the raster. It is independent of n and 
may be factored out of the sum to give
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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Each of these sums is a geometric series which may be summed 
by elementary means« After a little algebraic manipulation,
one finds
rs»M ttx)
T  e s\k/ S im
where 3 C V ) -  o rr _f s ' ilr i'iK
— (3b)
G-(-0) is the amplitude of the component of frequency *0 in the
output spectrum, while g(t)) is fourier transform of the pulse
resulting from scanning across a single line of the raster«
Without any real loss in generality q(x) may be taken to be
an even function of x, in which case g(^) is real and is
given by the cosine transform of q(x)«
_^ «0
3 ^ a a.-Tr J  fcos ATT^ x • <?(x)clx (in
In the foregoing we have dealt with positive and nega­
tive frequencies on an equal footing, writing in equation (2a)
Qft)- C  / W y ) « A7n0i7  cL"^rlo J  (2a)
Q(x) measures the actual charge density in the raster and 
hence is of necessity a real function* G-(i)) is thus the 
fourier transform of a real function and must satisfy the 
identity G(-0) = G-‘*(-'0), which permits equation 2a to be 
re-written in the form
, r ATT*/Real j G Q S ) c.
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Inspection of this result shows that aside from the factor 
of 2, G(-O) can be regarded as the complex amplitude of the 
A®€® component of frequency in the output in the sense of 
ordinary A*Co circuit theoryo
This calculation is seen to be equivalent to the 
calculation of the spectrum of a train of M wboxcarredw 
pulses if q(x) is interpreted as giving the shape of the 
individual pulses. If the modulation of the raster is 
neglected, the calculations may also be interpreted as 
being those leading to the Frauenhofer diffraction pattern 
of a grating composed of M equi— spaced identical slits ; 
q(x) then corresponds to the distribution of illumination 
across each individual slit® These analogies will be 
useful in interpreting our results®
Interpretation of the Spectrum:
The terms of equation (3a) are readily recognized; M
'N ",is the wave number of the basic raster and corresponds, to 
the radar P.R.F. The first term 3^n 9 is that
describing the diffraction pattern of aM grating with M 
slits as was mentioned above® It has principal maxima for 
frequencies viiich are integral multiples of M (i.e®, - Em*
where n is any positive integer) and therefore describes the 
peaks which occur in the wun-boxcarredw spectrum at each 
harmonic of the P*R©F© Similarly the B and C terms repre­
sent lines of the same shape with principle maxima at
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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nM + and nM - >u, respectively (i*e*, symmetrically spaced 
about each harmonic of the P*R.F*) and are therefore the 
moving target side bands*
The whole spectrum is multiplied by the envelope g w >  
which is given by the Fourier transform of the pulse produced 
by reading across a single line of the raster* It is the 
exact analogue of the envelope arising when a train of pulses 
is wboxcarredw, and may also be regarded as the transfer 
function of the computer in close analogy to network theory*
This view may be illustrated as follows; For simplicity let 
us guard against the complications arising from an insufficient 
number of sampling pulses by supposing the raster lines to be 
so closely spaced as to be multiply overlapped* If we were 
to modulate this raster with doppler signals of constant . 
percent modulation and successively higher frequencies we 
would find that g(i)) gives the relative percent modulation as- . 
a function of frequency for the resulting output signals* In 
this sense it is the ratio of the output to input amplitudes*
As mentioned above, except for the envelope g(-^ ) the 
spectrum would extend to infinite frequency, repeating at 
intervals equal to the P*R*F* frequency* How many of these 
repetitions actually appear in the output with finite ampli­
tude obviously depends on the form of g(-6), as will be discussed 
later*
The whole spectrum is sketched schematically in Fig* 3*
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M  -----------T » ---------- M
Fig. 3
Spectrum of the charge distribution of Pig® 2 The lines 
arising from terms A,B,C of equation (3a) are correspond­
ingly labeled*
The positive and negative target sidebands (B and .
C terms) have equal absolute amplitudes and complementary/
phases which preserve the phase of the original modulation*
This phase information is at present thrown away. Possibly
it may be utilized (for example, to determine the sign of
the radial velocity of the target), or possibly the two •
phase bins for every frequency bin may be traded for twice ,
■ftas many frequency bins*
By splitting G(t3) into real and imaginary components It 
can be readily shown that if the moving target side­
bands associated with each harmonic of the P*R*P* are 
regarded as modulation sidebands with the P.R.F. har­
monic as carrier, the in-phase component of the doppler 
modulation (cos 2- ^ x )  is preserved in the output as 
amplitude modulation, while the out-of-phase component 
(sin 2 TT>cX) appear as phase modulation.
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(1) The Definition and Width of a Resolvable Frequency Bin:
Each line in the above spectrum, -whether due to a moving 
target or a P0R»F* harmonic, has the form
y sin2 “TT^ //NPower < *- --- -— — —  (6 )
sin2
That is to say, a strictly monochromatic moving target frequency 
in the input signal will appear in the output as a narrow 
band of frequencies constituting a spectral line with the 
profile -which is sketched in Fig* I).«
To determine the width and number of resolvable frequency 
bins we note that the first nulls of the pattern lie at 
A “0 = + 1 . Using the Rayleigh criterion that two such lines 
are just resolved if the maximum of the first falls over the 
first null of the second, we see that each resolvable fre­
quency bin is exactly one wave number wide* In other words, 
if the raster is modulated by two different sine waves of
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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equal amplitude, one having n complete cycles across the width
of the raster and the other n + 1 cycles in the same length,
the corresponding lines in the output spectrum could just be
resolved. We thus lump the input moving target frequencies
into bins according to whether they have 0 to 1 , 1 to 2,
2 to 3, ...., complete cycles across the raster.
To evaulate the interference of a strong signal with
weak signals in nearby frequency bins we note that for large
M the line profile given by equation (6 ) is asymptotic to the
form M2 (sinTrv— „-)2* The subsidiary maxima occur for TT "O
values of " 0  approximately + 3/2, +  5>/2, • • • ,  and have 
relative intensities as tabulated below.
Relative Power
Principal maximum 0 1.0 0
1 st subsidiary maximum 1.1*3 .ol*5
2nd subsidiary maximum 2 .1*6 .0 16
3rd subsidiary maximum 3.1*7 .0083
(2) The Number of Output Frequency Bins
The computer is potentially capable of resolving as 
many different doppler frequencies in the input video 
signal as there are distinct frequency bins of the form 
defined above in the output pass band of the computer, 
in analogy to simple amplifier theory the pass band of the 
computer may be defined as the frequency interval between the
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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points at which the transfer function g(^) falls off to some 
predetermined value -- for example, the interval between the 
3 db points. We saw above that each bin occupies a band of 
frequencies one wave number wide; hence the number, S* of 
frequency bins is numerically equal to the pass band of the 
computer measured in wave numbers. Figure £ is a sketch 
illustrating the manner in which the area under a certain 
transfer function might be divided into frequency bins.
©
•p•H
r Hpi
©
•ptiH©m
Fig. 5
Illustrating the division of the area under a certain transfer
function into frequency bins0
In this sketch the 3 db point falls at a frequency 
near eight wave numbers and the system might be said to 
possess eight frequency bins. However, we can afford to use 
frequencies which appear in the output with appreciably
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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reduced gains", so this definition of the number of frequency 
bins is highly arbitrary: in a particular case it is better
to determine the complete transfer characteristic« However, 
the gain-band pass product given by the area under the 
transfer characteristic is useful as a figure of merit for 
the storage tube« The relation between this product and the 
nresolution" of the tube is discussed in appendix 1 «
So far the transfer characteristic which, as we have 
seen, determines the capacity of the computer has been 
disucssed only in terms of its mathematical definition a$ 
the fourier transform of the output pulse resulting when 
the reading beam sweeps across an isolated raster line#
For intuitive purposes it is far more useful to see how 
it is related to the experimentally determined resolution of 
the tube# Suppose that the lines forming the raster are 
of such a width that N white lines separated by N dark 
lines of equal width can be x^ jritten in the width of the 
raster, as in Fig# 6.
* The loss in amplitude can easily be compensated, the 
deciding factor thus being the noise introduced by 
the computer itself# This noise might be expected 
to fall off at high frequencies according to a 
law similar to g(^) itself since the resolution 
of the system for stored signals and for irregularities 
in the storage surface has a common limit set by 
the current distribution in the reading beam#
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Fig. 6
Illustrating a raster with a resolution of 7 lines
By our definition the resolution of the tube is N lines« 
It follows that the width at half maximum of each line is 
approximately and that to approximate the line profile
sine waves having up to N cycles in the length L - that is, 
having frequencies up to N wave numbers - will be necessary* 
Hence, g(*0) will be large for frequencies up to N and the 
number of frequency bins, S, will be of the order of N'‘.
This result fits well with our earlier interpretation of 
g(\>) as the transfer function of the computer* clearly 
raster lines of a width corresponding to the above definition 
of N-line resolution cannot be used very successfully to 
paint a sinusoidal charge distribution having more than 1J 
complete cycles across the face of the tube* The (effective)
* Experiment has shown N to be of the order of 100 for the 
Raytheon tube, QK 357; and I4.O for the RCA Radechon 
C 731+Olj..-
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number of resolvable frequency bins that the tube will
process is equal to the (effective) number of resolved
cycles of a sine wave which can be written across the 
■?*storage surface •
(3) Interpretation in Terms of Real Time
To construct a computer having a capacity of S 
frequency bins a tube with a resolution of at least S 
lines is necessary« But this does not imply that it is 
necessary or desirable to use an S line raster^ so long as 
the storage process is linear the validity of our results 
is unchanged if the raster lines overlap. There is no 
a-priori limit to the number of ptilses which may be recorded 
in one frame .
Let the radar P.R.F. be f cps and 1b  t the horizontal 
sweep speed used in writing the raster be such that the 
video echos from M radar pulses are written in the width 
of the storage surface, possibly with overlap. The con­
version factor between our private frequency unit, the
This result is made more precise in appendix 1.
Effects analogous to delay line c ancellation may be 
obtained by recording alternate pulses with 
opposite signs. In such a system the amount of 
overlap of adjacent lines is obviously important.
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wave number, and actual cycles per second in the input signal 
is now fixed since by hypothesis the basic raster frequency 
is M wave numbers and f cycles per second® One wave number 
thus stands for f0/M cps® Our previous results may now be 
tabulated In terms of the frequency of the input signals as 
measured in real time®
Wave Numbers CPS
Raster frequency M f
Radar P*R«F® 0
Bin Width 1  f0/M
Computer pass band S — N ^
(i.e $ number of useful 
frequency bins in computer 
output)
The number of bins in the output is equal to S regardless of
M* But a train of M pulses can carry Information concerning
the amplitude of at most M/2 different Doppler frequencies,
leading to a paradox if M «  N* The r esolution of the paradox
lies in the fact that the output spectrum is periodic and
repeats completely In each frequency interval equal to one
half the P.R*F®, or wave numbers® When M « N ,  S the
spectrum extends to cover several harmonics of the P*R®F®,
(-JL. ± n  fact) and the information in the output bins is M
2°S/M fold redundant* The p ctual information capacity is
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thus in reality only M/2 bins*# When excess resolution is 
available this redundance might be used to discriminate 
against noise introduced by the storage process#
In the converse case, M>>S, the S bins become much 
narrower and cover a band of* frequencies extending from 
zero to some fraction of the P.R.F# There is no redundance 
and the capacity of the system is S frequencies#
Let us consider a set of concrete examples in which, 
the operation of the system is varied by changing the 
length of time (and number of pulses) stored in one frame 
of the rasters
P .  R. F# =.fQ = 2000 cps 
N = 100 lines
A B C
Frame Time l/lj.0 sec# 0.1 sec. 1  sec#
M  = number of pulses stored 50 200 2000
Bin width, cps# I4.0 cps 10 cps 1  cps
Upper frequency limit of bins lj.000 cps 1000 cpaf 100 cps
* In principle the information capacity is M bins, but
these are assigned in pairs to M/2 different Doppler 
modulation frequencies^ the two bins for each frequency 
preserving the phase of the modulation#
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Fig* 7
Case B corresponds to the proposed operation of the
computer«
(!]_) Examples of pass band characteristics associated with 
various idealized line profiles#
To build up a concrete picture of the shapes which the 
transfer characteristic of a real computer might have, this 
section will present a few examples calculated from raster 
line profiles of various degrees of realism*.
Example A#
As the first example a highly artificial charge dis­
tribution will be assumed for the raster lines in order to 
obtain a particularly vivid illustration of the connection 
between the resolution of the tube and the capacity of the 
computer*
Assume the charge distribution to be of the form sin x
2 K  C
and let two such lines be regarded as completely resolved if
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they are separated by twice the distance given by the 
Rayleigh criterion - i.e®, when the first nulls of the 
adjacent lines coincide. If N is the maximum number of 
such resolved lines which may be written in the width of the 
raster, we have
In this case the pass band is rectangular and exactly N 
wave numbers wide, giving N frequency bins.
To facilitate comparison the line profiles assumed in 
these examples will be plotted together in Fig. 9* (page 29 ) 
while the resulting transfer functions will be plotted in 
Fig. 10, page 29* The curves marked ,,AW in the figures 
correspond to this example.
Example B
Throughout the discussion q(x) has been called the 
charge distribution in a single raster line with the tacit^ 
assumption that the read out beam is of infiniteshnal diameter. 
Strictly speaking, q(x) is the function giving the output 
voltage as a function of x as the reading beam is swept across 
the raster line. Now suppose the write-in and read-out beams
Line profile = q(x) = sin 2ffNx 2 TT NX
Transfer function = g(\)) = ” for -N < *0 < N
0 otherwise
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both have a uniform current density in a rectangular cross 
section. The charge distribution in the line will have a square 
wave profile while the read-out function will be composed of 
t r i angle wave s•
Read-out 
.beam width
9 ex') f£x)
Fig. 8
If W is the width of both beams* the base of each triangle 
will be 2W wide. The tube will be said to have a resolution 
of N lines if N triangles can be written in with their bases 
just touching* as in Fig. 8b0
Line profile = q(x) = 1 (1 - 2N|x|) for — ^n “ x “  2N
I  0  otherwise
sinTTÙ/2N 
TT0/2N
The curves representing this line profile and its corresponding 
transfer function are labeled n B n in figures 9 and 10.
Transfer function = g(i» = i^ t t n [
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The first null in the spectrum occurs at "vi = 2N® 
However, g(-6) drops off to small values at appreciably 
lower frequencies, as tabulated below®
P/Po IT-0/211 "vi t  wave numbers
(-3db) 1/2 1.00 .636 N
(-6db) l A 1.39 .883 N
(-12db) l/l6 1.90 1.21 N
Example C
In the final and most realistic example the current 
distribution in both the reading and writing beams is 
assumed to be a gaussian function of radius®
Writing beam* 
Reading beams
current ©6 ® 
current ^   ^r / ^ 2 ) #
R , R£, r are all expressed in units of L, the raster width, 
A little calculation shows the shape of the read-out pulse
to be
- -x 2/r ‘
*(x > = <=
2 2 2 where R = R]_ + R£
No unique criterion for determining when two gaussian 
pulses are completely resolved recommends itself when the 
pulse shapes alone are considered® In the appendix it is
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shown that a generally useful definition is as follows- Two 
pulses are completely resolved if in a plot of charge vs* 
distance the area in the trough separating the pulses is 
equal to the area under a single pulse* In this sense the 
number of resolved lines which can be written in the raster
is
giving
N =
q(x) = e
Z * X T  H
-l+TT (Nx)2
The separation of two such resolved lines is & x = = 2'TtT,R;
at the center of the minimum separating the lines, each con­
tributes an amplitude of
q(l/2N) = G,’11" ~ *0114 or k * k % >
and the relative amplitude at the minimum is
-TT1 + e^"2ir s •°87 or 8o7^
The envelope of the resulting spectrum is
R -(ITR-O)2 1 - ^ C # )
g(^) - 2fTT ^  = Ij-TTN e
This function is plotted by curve C in figure 10 and repre­
sentative values are tabulated below*
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£ A o__________ ^
(-3db) 1/2 .67 N
{~6db) l / k  .91+ N
(-12db) l/l6 1.33 N
Comparison of this table with that of the previous example 
shows that changing from a triangular to a gaussian line 
profile leads to a trivial change in the output bandwidth*
This suggests that very similar results will be obtained 
for any charge distribution which is likely to be encountered*
Suggested Experimental Determination of the Pass Band
The statement that the'number of resolvable frequency 
bins is equal to the maximum number of completely resolved 
lines which can be written on the storage surface is seen to 
be a rather rough approximation since the shape of the pass 
band is determined by the fourier transform of the charge 
distribution in an individual line of the raster* The numerical 
computation of this fourier transform from the observed line 
shape is tedious and it would seem desirable to determine the 
pass band directly*
' This may be done very simply once a frequency analysis 
unit for the read out signals is in operation. A raster of 
10 (or 20) lines having the same width as those to be used 
in the ultimate raster is painted on. the storage surface, the 
lines being equi-spaced across the whole width of the storage
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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surface* The read out beam is swept orthogonally across 
the raster at a slow enough rate so that the highest 
harmonic of the sweep frequency that is expected in the 
output (for this tube about the 100th or 200th) is well 
within the pass band of the output system.
The frequency spectrum of the output will then be a 
raster of spikes spaced every 10 (or 20) frequency bins. 
The envelope of this raster will be the desired pass band 
of the storage tube computer*
Pig. 11
The stored raster is chosen to have 10 or more lines 
so that the subsidiary maxima which appear near each 
principle maximum of the frequency spectrum will not 
obscure the results*
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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Appendix A ®
The purpose of this appendix is to derive a theorem 
relating the effective number of frequency bins* or rather, 
the gain-band pass product given by the area under the band 
pass characteristic, to the number of resolved lines which 
can be written on the raster.
First consider a diagram of charge on the s torage sur­
face versus distance, x, across the surface® In our original 
analysis we tacitly assumed that the storage surface had a 
sharply defined width and that within this width the effec­
tiveness of the writing beam in depositing stored charge was 
constant* ¥© now consider a slightly more general case in 
which the effectiveness of the writing process varies across 
the storage surface® Let F(x) be the relative amount of 
charge deposited per unit time, by a unit writing current, at 
different points across the surface® The width of the storage 
surface is determined by the region in which F(x) is finite; 
for example, our original assumption corresponded to the 
choice of a rectangular function for F(x)s F(x) = constant 
for - < x < — , and F(x) = 0 elsewhere® Further,
let f(x) be the charge distribution across a single raster 
line. We assume both F(x) and f(x) to be positive, real, and 
even functions of x®
The effective number of resolvable lines, N, may be 
taken as 1/2 the ratio of the areas under the two functions
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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when both are normalized to a maximum height of unity. 
The factor l/2 arises from the fact that if two bright 
lines are to be completely resolved there must be a dark
Now consider the band pass characteristic of the
i
output. Let g(-O) be the band pass function and G(^) 
be the functions giving the profile of a single line.
* it is reassuring to note that when this definition of 
resolution is applied to the examples cited earlier 
(Examples A and B> PP* 2lp»25) the resulting 
criterion for ••complete resolution** is identical 
with the intuitive choice made previously from con­
sideration of the shapes of the lines.
line between them“.
/ J L  fCx)dx ffe)
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The effective number of resolvable frequency 
may again be taken as l/2 the ratio of the areas under 
normalized curves*
c  j _  - i o a & M - o  /  
3- 3 Co) j G C o )
bins
the
Here the factor of l/2 arises from the fact that g(*0) is 
necessarily symmetrical about 'O = 0 9 whereas we are inter­
ested only in positive frequencies* Note that our require­
ment on the resolution of the frequency bins is only one 
half as stringent as that imposed on the raster lines*
In section A of this report it was shown that g(-0) is 
the cosine transform of f(x)*
g(a) 2 m ) x f(x) dx
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Hence
X °3 (-o )  cL-0
3C0)
fC o )1*0
£  ■fCOd . xa ir
Similarly, a slight extension of the previous work shows
f
that M'/i
( ? 6 0 = ^  F(i) e
n= -'•V/a
. J1X 
-0X1*0
where M* is the density of lines in the basic raster. To
define a frequency bin we may let M 1 —^ so that in the
limit the sum becomes an integral which is seen to be the 
fourier transform of F(x)* Then
G G j )  
G Co)
r .itt rO\ir'oO FGQe________ dLx
(  FC>0 d >
and
X .  G C G )  
G Co)
FCo)
X  F6 0  cUO.TT — oO
It follows at once that N = S which is the desired result* 
This theorem is not as strong as might be wished since
C O N F I D E N T I A L
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it does not follow from the restrictions on f(x), F(x), that 
g(-6)> Gfa) ane non-negative functions® It would be desirable
to prove in addition that the main contribution to the inte-
. \
grals ^  G f a )  di^J~g(-6) d-6 come from their principle maxima, 
the effect of any negative contributions being minor®
